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the underlying flaw of this article is that it makes no
comparisons whatsoever to any other utility, not even

apple disk utility. how then can we know what we really
need in my case, i've found nothing comes close to disk
warrior. even tech tool pro, which supposedly will fix or
replace damaged directories cannot fix damage to the

catalog file (directory) in many cases, whereas disk warrior
can replace the directory in every case i've ever had. and
the fact is that if you can fix directory damage, you might

not even need another utility like disk drill at all. and if you
could fix your problem with disk warrior but only have disk

drill, it may work for you but it would be a recovery job
whereas disk warrior would be a much simpler and faster
overall solution as a fix catalog file job. as far as lost or

accidentally deleted files go, that's really what time
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machine is for, and although i forgo hourly backups, i do
use time machine to backup to an external spinning

platter disk manually. backup your pc & mac files
immediately with disk warrior. disk warrior is the world's

#1 software program for recovering files and folders from
a damaged hard drive or completely new computer. disk

warrior does it all in a no-nonsense, straightforward to use
interface. disk warrior comes with a powerful, easy to use

interface with many features such as a list view,
integrated search, virtual folder and preview to instantly
find your files and folders. when you need to recover files

or folders, disk warrior allows you to preview your files and
folders to see if you can recover them. the new "recover
files" feature allows you to recover files and folders from

an affected hard drive even if the operating system is
unbootable. disk warrior recovers files and folders even if
the operating system is corrupted and needs a repair. no
registry file is required and no need for a backup file. you
will find all your files, folders and system settings restored

back to their original form. disk warrior can be an
invaluable tool when recovering files or folders from a

damaged drive or a new computer.
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